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a b s t r a c t
We study the equisingularity of singularities of dimensionality type 1 (following Zariski’s
terminology) for varieties that are not necessarily hypersurfaces. We view each variety
as a family of space curves, some of them being nonreduced, and we characterize the
simultaneous resolution of the family by means of some invariants of the curves of the
family. The results can be applied for the study of the equisingularity theory supported on
the stratification by simultaneous resolvability of singularities.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
0. Introduction
The theory of equisingularity of plane curve singularities is due to O. Zariski, who developed it in the papers [1] and [2].
He also extended the theory for general hypersurfaces by means of stratification [23]. The main idea of the theory consists
in being able to compare singularities, that is, to find out whether two given singularities are equivalent or equisingular. He
also considered the case of a given family of singularities and studied when its members are equivalent or equisingular.
Two plane curve singularities are equisingular if and only if they have similar resolutions, that is, there is a special
bijection between the branches of the two curves, such that the multiplicity sequences of the corresponding branches (the
sequence of the multiplicities of the successive quadratic transforms of the branches) are the same, and the intersection
multiplicities among the branches coincide too [1].
For a given family of singularities of plane curves, Zariski defines the equisingularity of dimensionality type 1. If V is a
hypersurface having as singular locus the nonsingular subvarietyW of codimension 1, Zariski defines V as equisingular along
W by means of a criterion using the fact that the hypersurface V can be viewed as a family of plane curve singularities with
parameters inW . The criterion says that V is equisingular along W if and only if the generic curve singularity of the family
Vu (the curve associated with the generic point ofW ) and the special curve singularity V0 (the curve at the closed point O of
W ) are equisingular, as plane curve singularities.
More recently Lipman [3] has given a general theory of equisingularity based on the stratification by simultaneous
resolvability of singularities. This theory and the original Zariski theory are equivalent in the case of plane curves. The general
case has been studied by Villamayor [4], and Nobile [5].
For space curve singularities, which correspond to equisingularity of dimensionality type 1 with V nonhypersurface
and the nonsingular subvariety W with codimension 1, Becker and Stutz have given in [6,22] for the case of V analytic, a
definition of equisingularity which is a generalization of an inductive definition of equisingularity for hypersurfaces due also
to Zariski. They do not view the nonhypersurface V as the total space of a family of space curve singularities. They define
that V is residually equisingular in O if there is a resolution of a neighborhood of O in V , which is a composition of monoidal
transformations and biholomorphic maps. In [7] Briançon, Galligo and Granger, study families of space curve singularities
and give some relations among the different invariants for the curve singularities of the family.
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In the case of nonhypersurfaces, if we wish to view the variety as a family of space curve singularities, we have to
take into account two possible facts: first the family may have a nonreduced curve singularity at the origin, that is, it may
have an embedded component at the closed point at the singularity (see Example 2.1), and second, in order to obtain the
equisingularity, we are going to need a new condition to add to the equivalence of resolution of the curves of the family
in order to obtain the simultaneous normalization of the singularities. That condition was established by Teissier [8] for
analytic one-parameter families of reduced curve singularities and by Chiang-Hsieh [9] for the general case of reduced curve
singularities, in both cases by means of the constancy of the δ-invariant for the curve singularities of the family.
For the general case, for analytic one-parameter families of nonreduced space curve singularities, Brüker and Greuel [10]
give a criterion establishing that the generic curve singularityVu, and special oneV0, of the family have the same δ∗-invariant.
This new δ∗-invariant is defined by means of the old δ subtracting the measure of the embedded component at the closed
point of the nonreduced curve singularity.
In this paper we consider equisingularity for families of spaces of curve singularities over a field of characteristic zero,
that is, singularities of dimensionality type 1 for nonhypersurfaces. Our aim is to study the connection between the two
approaches, that is, by the simultaneous resolution of the singularities and the equivalence of the curve singularities for the
family. In [11] there is a first partial approach, for the case of nonreduced branches.
Throughout this paper we will consider the formal case as Zariski does, that is, algebroid varieties V = Spec(R) over an
algebraically closed field with characteristic zero, with pure dimension r + 1. In order to have the possibility of considering
the variety as a family of space curves we ask sometimes for the condition depth(R) ≥ r .
In Section 1 we give some facts about space curve singularities. A general theory about them can be found in [12]. In
Section 2 we give a definition, similar to Zariski’s, namely that V has a singularity of dimensionality type 1 if ‘‘the curves Cu,
(C0)(red) have equivalent singularities’’, that is, theirmultiplicity trees (as defined in [12]) are isomorphic; butwe need to add
another condition in order to have simultaneous resolution, since as we have mentioned the curve at the origin may have
embedded components at the closed point. That condition will be to have ‘‘the same δ∗-invariant’’. We call this definition
that of I-equisingularity.
In Section 3 we study monoidal transforms of V along W . We set the equivalence between the condition of
equimultiplicity of V alongW and the fact that the blow-up of V atW is finite. That condition provides at least two important
things: first, the equivalence of the quadratic transform of the generic curve of V and the induced generic curve for the
monoidal transform of V at W ; second, that the tangent cone of the special curve (C0)red is isomorphic with the reduced
fiber at the origin of the normal cone of V alongW .
In Section 4 we give the Becker–Stutz definition of residual equisingularity in our case, asking for the resolution of the
singularity of V by finite (or equimultiple) blow-ups. That definition implies the existence of a simultaneous normalization,
the existence of a family parametrization, and also the isomorphism of themultiplicity trees for Cu and (C0)red. Thenwe have
in this case simultaneous resolution of the singularities.
The main conjecture in this paper is: I-equisingularity, II-equisingularity, and residual equisingularity are equivalent.
We finish by studying in Section 5 two special cases for V andW where that conjecture is true: first, forW of dimension 1;
second, consideringW of any dimension, but allowing for the special curve C0 being reduced.
1. Curves and deformations
We consider as a space curve singularity an algebroid curve (curve), that is, C = Spec(S), where (S, n, k) is a complete
equicharacteristic noetherian local ring of dimension 1 containing k (an algebraically closed field) as a coefficient field.
We assume that C is reduced, except possibly for at the closed point. By Cohen’s theorem if {x1, . . . , xN} is a generator
system of m, we have that S ' k[[X1, . . . , XN ]]/J , and we say that the curve C is embedded in the N-space, V = Spec(B),
B = k[[X1, . . . , XN ]]. The embedding dimension is the minimum N possible and it is equal to dimk(n/n2). For N = 2 we say
that C is a plane curve singularity. If
√
J = p1 ∩ · · · ∩ pr is the decomposition in prime ideals, the irreducible components or
branches for C are Ci = Spec(Si), i = 1, . . . , r , Si ' k[[X1, . . . , XN ]]/pi.
The most natural invariant of a reduced curve associated with its resolution is the multiplicity tree considered in [12],
defined as follows:
Associated with C being reduced there is a sequence of overrings
S = S(0) ⊂ S(1) ⊂ · · · ⊂ S(n) ⊂ · · · ⊂ S
where S(i+1) is the blow-up of S(i) with center at the Jacobson radical ideal of S(i),NS(i) , and S is the normalization of S in its
total ring of fractions. As S is a finite S-module, there exists an integer t such that S(t) = S(t+1) = · · ·. Moreover, S(t) = S.
Indeed, if T is an overring of S such that the blow-up of ST inNT is T , thenNT is a principal ideal, and henceNTTn = nTn is a
principal ideal for everymaximal n of T , and so T̂n is a product of discrete valuation rings, T̂ = (S )̂ , and T = S. Consequently,
there is an integer t ≥ 0 and a finite sequence
S = S(0) ⊂ S(1) ⊂ · · · ⊂ S(t) = S
with S(i) 6= S(i+1) for every i = 0, 1, . . . , t − 1. The resulting sequence is the resolution of singularities of C .
We construct a combinatorial tree T = TS formed with a set of vertices corresponding in a one-to-one way to the union
N of the set of maximal ideals of the rings S(i), 0 ≤ i ≤ t , the edges joining a maximal ideal n to another maximal ideal n′ if
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for some i = 0, 1, . . . , t − 1, n ⊂ S(i), n′ ⊂ S(i+1) and n = n′ ∩ S(i), and the root corresponding to the maximal ideal n of S.
The level (with respect to the root) of the vertex Vn which corresponds to n ∈ N is the integer i such that n ⊂ S(i). It is clear
that the branches of T correspond in a one-to-one fashion to the irreducible curves of C . More precisely, each irreducible
curve is given by a maximal ideal of S(t) whose constructions with the rings S(i) determine the vertices for the branch, one
for each level.
The resolution numerical invariants will be given by weights on the vertex. The weight for the vertex Vn consists of
assigning to each irreducible curve of Spec(Ŝn) its multiplicity, that is the multiplicity of its maximal ideal. Thus, the weight
on a vertex is a tuple of as many integers as there are irreducible curves passing through the vertex. It follows that the
multiplicities of the curves Spec(Ŝn) can be computed from the weights on T .
Themultiplicity tree considered in the following for the curve C is the tree TS with the weights on vertices as above. Since
the weights on the vertices are a tuple of the multiplicities of the branches at that vertex, this tree in the plane case gives
the equisingularity type of C , and it is equivalent, for irreducible curves, to the characteristic exponents. For space curves
this is not true (see [12]).
For a reduced curve the δ-invariant is defined as δ(C) = dimk(S/S). We will see later on that for deformations of
curves and curves living in varieties, sometimes it is interesting to consider reduced curves except possibly at the closed
point. Brücker and Greuel [10] have defined a δ∗-invariant for nonreduced curves as δ∗(C) = δ((C)red) − (S), where
(S) = dimk(NS),NS being the nilradical of S.
We consider A = k[[U1, . . . ,Ur ]], U1, . . . ,Ur indeterminate elements over k, R = A[[X1, . . . , Xn]]/I , X1, . . . , Xr
indeterminate elements over A, I an ideal of A[[X1, . . . , Xn]], V = Spec(R) and ϕ : A ↪→ R. We set V or (R, A, ϕ) as a
deformation of a curve C0 not necessarily reduced over Spec(A), if the fiber at the origin (U1, . . . ,Ur)A, the special fiber, is
C0 ' Spec(R⊗A k). The deformation is flat if R is a flat A-algebra. An A-section of the deformation is given by s : R→ A such
that s ◦ ϕ = 1A, that is, it is given by an ideal p = ker(ϕ), with p ∩ A = (0). We denote a deformation with a section as
(R, A, ϕ, s).
Consider a flat deformation V over Spec(A), having a section s; then the fiber in (0), Spec(R⊗A k(0)), where k((0)) is the
quotient field of A, is a quasicurve given by Rp (see 13.A [13]) (the ring has all the properties of the curves but the residue
field is not algebraically closed); Vu = Spec(Rp) is called the generic fiber.
We say that a flat deformation V of C0 having a section s has δ∗ constant if the special fiber C0 and the generic fiber at Vu
have δ∗(C0) = δ∗(Vu).
2. Singularity of dimensionality type 1
For the remainder of the paper we consider that the base field k is of characteristic zero. We define an algebroid variety
over an algebraically closed field k as V = Spec(R)where R is a reduced complete noetherian local equicharacteristic domain
having k as a coefficient field. We say that V is unmixed of dimension r if R is of pure dimension r (Krull dimension of R),
that is, all of the components of V have the same dimension r .
We consider an unmixed algebroid variety V of dimension r+ 1. Let O be the origin of V , that is, the point corresponding
to the maximal ideal m of R, and assume that the singular locus W of V is an irreducible subvariety, not singular, of V of
codimension 1. Let p be the generic point ofW and consider that u1, . . . , ur ∈ R areW -transversal parameters of V at O, that
is, their residues u′1, . . . , u′r in OW ,O = R/p give a local system of regular parameters of OW ,O, that is,
(u′1, . . . , u
′
r)(R/p) = m/p(R/p). (2.1)
Those parameters exist since the field is infinite. Choose x1, . . . , xN in m such that u1, . . . , ur , x1 form a local parameter
system for R, and u1, . . . , ur , x1, . . . , xN form a system of local coordinates of V at O, u1, . . . , ur being analytically indepe-
ndent over k. Then, R is a homomorphic image of a power series ring
k[[U1, . . . ,Ur , X1, . . . , XN ]] = k[[U, X]],
R ' k[[u1, . . . , ur , x1, . . . , xN ]] ' k[[U, X]]/I,
where ui = Ui, I is a radical ideal of K [[X,U]] of height N − 1 and I ∩ k[[u1, . . . , ur ]] = (0), I = I1 ∩ · · · ∩ Is, Ii a prime
ideal with hgt(Ii) = hgt(I), for all i. V = V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vs, with
Vi = Spec(Ri), Ri = k[[u1, . . . , ur , X1, . . . , XN ]]/Ii
being the irreducible components of V . Fromnowonwe use the notation A = k[[u1, . . . , ur ]],mA itsmaximal ideal, p∩A = ∅
and we have p = (x1 −m1, . . . , xN −mN)R,mi ∈ A.
We say that Vi isW -centered ifW ⊂ Vi; then Vi is nonsingular or the singular locus of Vi isW . We assume in the following
that all the irreducible components Vi areW -centered.
We define aW -transversal section of V at O, C0, relative to u1, . . . , ur ,W -transversal parameters of V at O as
C0 = Spec(R0), R0 = R/(u1, . . . , ur)R = R/mAR.
We have dim(C0) ≥ 1, andW ∩ C0 = (0) (Eq. (2.1)) as subschemes of V . C0 is not reduced in general since the local ring
R0 may have nilpotent elements and, moreover, an embedded component at the closed point, as we see in the following
example.
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Example 2.1. Consider the variety R/I , with R = k[[U, X1, X2, X3]],
I = (X51 − X42 ,UX31 − X2X3, X23 − U2X22X3, X21X3 − UX32 )R
and p = (X1, X2, X3)R. Then the special curve C0 is given by R0 = R/(U)R; it has nilpotent elements, X23 ∈ I0 = (I + (U)R)
and I0 = (X51 − X42 , X3) ∩ (X21 , X2, X23 ).
Proposition 2.2. A sufficient condition for C0 to be of dimension 1 is that u1, . . . , ur is a regular sequence of R, or (U1, . . . ,Ur)R∩
I = (0).
Proof. The condition implies that ui is not a zero divisor in R/(u1, . . . , ui−1)R for all i = 1, . . . , r , that is, u1, . . . , ur is a
regular sequence of R ([13, 15.A]) and dim(R/(u1, . . . , ur)R) = dim(R)− r = 1 ([13, 15.F]). 
That condition is not necessary as we see in the following example.
Example 2.3. Consider the variety R/I , with R = k[[U1,U2, X1, X2, X3, X4]], I = ker(Φ),Φ : R→ k[[U1,U2, t]],
Φ(U1,U2, X1, X2, X3, X4) = (U1,U2, t4, t5,U1t6,U2t7).
U2 is a zero divisor in R/U1R since U2X23 − U21X2X4 ∈ I , and R0 is of dimension 1 since (R0)red is given by the ideal
(X51 − X42 , X3, X4)k[[X1, . . . , X4]].
Remark 2.4. In the remainder of the paper we will assume in general that V = Spec(R) has depth(R) ≥ r , so there existW -
transversal parameters of V atO, u1, . . . , ur , forming a regular sequence in R. Then C0 is of dimension 1 and it is a nonreduced
curve in general since it my have an embedded component at the closed point. We denote by (C0)red the associated reduced
curve.
That condition implies that R is an A-flat module and we can consider V as a flat deformation of C0 over Spec(A) with a
section s given by the ideal p.
Let p be the generic point ofW .Wedefine theW -transversal section ofV at p asVu = Spec(Ru), whereRu is the completion
ofOV ,p at itsmaximal ideal. Vu is of dimension 1, since from Eq. (2.1) hgt(p) = 1, and it is reduced. The variety Vu is a reduced
quasicurve (Abhyankar’s notation [14]) over the field k(p) ' OV ,p/mV ,p, since that field is not algebraically closed. In order
to get a curve we consider
Cu = Spec(Ru⊗̂k(p)k(p)),
where the bar means the algebraic closure, and ⊗̂means the completion over the maximal ideal of Ru⊗k(p) k(p). We call Cu
the generic curve for the givenW -section. Abhyankar gives in [14] an example proving that if the field is of characteristic p,
the generic curve can be nonreduced. In our case of characteristic zero we have:
Proposition 2.5. The generic curve Cu is a reduced curve with the same multiplicity as the maximal ideal of Ru.
To prove the proposition we need a lemma:
Lemma 2.6. Let (B,m) be a complete reduced local ring, k its coefficient field, the characteristic of k zero, and K the algebraic
closure of k. Then B⊗̂kK is reduced.
Proof. See Exercise A.1.1. pag. 562, Commutative Algebra, Eisemboud. 
Proof of the Proposition. k(p) is the coefficient field of Ru ' R̂p, since
k(p) ' Rp/pRp ' ̂(Rp/pRp) ' R̂p/pR̂p.
The ring R̂p is excellent and by (E.G.A. IV, 7.8.3) reduced. Then by the above lemma, Ru⊗̂k(p)k(p) is reduced.
We have dim(Rp) = dim(R̂p) = 1 ([13, pag. 175]), and e(Rp) = e(R̂p), ([15, pag. 285]). Then R̂p⊗̂k(p)k(p) is a Cohen R̂p-
algebra, since it is a local ring with maximal ideal p̂(R̂p⊗̂k(p)k(p)) ([16, cor. 2.19]) and it is R̂p-flat ([13, 3.C]); their dimension
and multiplicity coincide with those given by Rp ([17, pag. 113]). 
The components Vi are centered, p ⊃ Ii, and the irreducible components of the generic quasicurve Vu correspond to the
W -transversal sections (Vi)u, i = 1, . . . , s, of Vi at the general point p ofW . So, the number of components of Cu is always≥ s.
Example 2.7. Consider V = Spec(R/I), R = k[[U, X1, X2]], I = (X32 − U2X21 − X31 ) having only one component. The generic
quasicurve Vu is k((U))[[X1, X2]]/(p1 ∩ p2), p1 = (X2 − UX1 − (1/2U)X21 + · · ·), p2 = (X2 + UX1 + (1/2U)X21 + · · ·).
We consider the following generalization of the definition of the Zariski equisingularity in codimension 1 for a
hypersurface to a variety V as above. The invariants considered for curves are the ones described in Section 1.
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Definition 2.8. Consider V = Spec(R) of pure dimension r + 1, depth(R) ≥ r; the singular locus of V isW nonsingular of
codimension 1. We say that V is I-equisingular at O, along W , if there exists aW transversal section C0 of V at O such that
the curves (C0)red and the generic section Cu have isomorphic multiplicity trees and δ∗(C0) = δ∗(Vu) (Section 1).
Definition 2.9. Consider V = Spec(R) of pure dimension r + 1, depth(R) ≥ r; the singular locus of V isW nonsingular of
codimension 1. We say that V has at the point O a singularity of dimensionally type 1 if there exists an irreducible subvariety
W of V of codimension 1 such that O is a nonsingular point ofW ,W is the singular locus of V , and V is I-equisingular at O
alongW .
3. Monoidal transformation and equimultiplicity
Consider V = Spec(R) of pure dimension r + 1, W ⊂ V , as in the above section, defined by p being an ideal of R. Let
u1, . . . , ur be W -transversal parameters of V at O. Suppose p = (x1, . . . , xN)R and set A = k[[u1, . . . , ur ]], A ⊂ R. The










where we use the notation Rxi = R[x1/xi, . . . , xN/xi].
Let V ′ = Spec(R′), R′ = ((Blp(R))m′ )̂ the completion at the maximal ideal of (Blp(R))m′ , m′ ∈ pi−1(m) is a maximal ideal,
that is, there exists i ∈ {1, . . . ,N}, and a prime ideal p′ in Rxi ,m′ ⊃ p′, p′ ∩ R = p, such that R′ = (̂Rxi)m′ . For any closed point
O′ ∈ pi−1(O) given by a maximal ideal m′ we call V ′ amonoidal transform of V atW , at the point 0′.
We define the proper transform ofW , pi−1[W ], as the closure of pi−1(p) and it is the union of the irreducible components
Wi of pi−1(W ) such that their general points pi lie over p.
Consider the quasicurve Spec(Rp); the homomorphism j : R ↪→ Rp provides a basis x1, . . . , xN , j(xi) = xi, for its maximal
ideal pRp. Then the blow-up of Rp at pRp is
⋃N
i=1 Spec((Rp)xi), (Rp)xi = Rp[x1/xi, . . . , xN/xi].
Set R(xi) as the localized ring at S = {xni : n ≥ 0}; since Rp is R-flat by jwe have the following diagram with exact rows:
0 −−−−→ Rxi ⊗R Rp −−−−→ R(xi) ⊗R Rpyψ yφ
0 −−−−→ (Rp)xi −−−−→ (Rp)(xi)
and since φ is an isomorphism ([13, 1.G]), we have
Rxi ⊗R Rp ' (Rp)xi . (3.1)
Set J = {q ∈ Spec((Rp)(xi)) : q maximal},L = {pj ∈ Spec(Rxi) : pj ∩ R = p}, and pj = pj(Rxi)pj .
Proposition 3.1. (i) For every pj ∈ L, ((Rp)xi)pj ' (Rxi)pj .
(ii) There exists a bijection between J andL.
Proof. For all p, R ↪→ Rxi , provides Ψ : Rp ↪→ (Rxi)pj , and Ψ factorizes as
Rp −−−−→ Rp ⊗R Rxi
Ψ2−−−−→ (Rxi)pj
so from the above and ([13, 1.K]), ((Rp)xi)pj ' (Rxi)pj .
For (ii), by means of Ψ2 we define ρ : J → L, ρ(pj) = pj; if it contains pRp, then it is maximal in (Rp)xi . Obviously ρ is
injective, and since the ideals of J are the maximal ones of (Rp)xi ' Rxi ⊗R Rp, they contain p(Rxi ⊗R Rp) ([13, 1.K]). 
Remark 3.2. Then the number of prime ideals pj of Blp(R) lying over p coincides with the number of maximal ideals qj
of BlpRp(Rp), and that number is finite. Moreover, there exists a chart given by a transversal parameter, set x1, in BlpRp(Rp)
containing those ideals. Then for qj, qj ∩ Rp = pRp, we have a maximal ideal mj in Blp(R), mj ⊃ p and
((Blp(R))mj)pj ' (Blp(R))pj ' (BlpRp(Rp))qj .
In order to describe the quadratic transform of the generic curve we need some properties of quasicurves.
Lemma 3.3. Let S, S ′ be Cohen–Macaulay semilocal rings of dimension 1, f : S → S ′ a flat homomorphism carrying nonzero divi-
sors into nonzero divisors. Then if J ⊂ S is an ideal containing a nonzero divisor, we have BlJ(S)⊗S S ′ ' BlJS′(S ′) ([18, coro. 1.2]).
Let (S,m) be the ring of a quasicurve as in the above remark. (Blm(S)) has dimension 1 and it is finite, so it has a finite
number of maximal ideals and it has the sense of the radical ideal of (Blm(S)).
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Proposition 3.4. Let (S,m) be the ring of a quasicurve with coefficient field K . Then:
(i) (Blm(S))̂ ' Blm̂(̂S), m̂ being the maximal ideal of Ŝ and (Blm(S))̂ the completion over its radical ideal.
(ii) Blm̂(̂S)⊗K K ' Blm′ (̂S⊗K K), m′ being the maximal ideal of Ŝ⊗K K .
Proof. f : S → Ŝ is flat ([13, pag. 170]), and it carries nonzero divisors into nonzero divisors ([15, pag. 267]). Then, since
m̂ = m̂S is the maximal ideal of Ŝ, by the above lemma we have Blm(S)⊗S Ŝ ' Blm(S), with Blm(S) and Blm(S)⊗S Ŝ being
finite as S, Ŝ-modules respectively and Blm(S)⊗S Ŝ ' Blm̂(̂S) ([15, pag. 277]) being (Blm(S))̂ , the completion over mBlm(S).
Then, since Blm(S) is finite over S its topology as a semilocal ring is the same as the one as an S-module ([19, pag. 52, 16.8]);
we have (i).
f : Ŝ → Ŝ⊗K K is flat, by a basis change, since i : K → K is flat. It carries nonzero divisors into nonzero divisors ([13,
pag. 194]). m̂(̂S⊗K K) = m′ is the maximal ideal of Ŝ⊗K K , and by the above lemma we have (ii). 
Coming back to our case, since k(p) ↪→ (Rp)xi , we have
(Rp)xi ⊗k(p) k(p) ' Rxi ⊗A k(p). (3.2)
We can consider that all pj in L are in a chart, Rx1 ; then for the generic curve for W , Cu = Spec(Rp⊗̂k(p)k(p)), we can
consider that its blow-up at its maximal ideal has only one chart and we have:
Proposition 3.5. For the W-generic section Cu we have:
Blmu(Rp⊗̂k(p)k(p)) ' Spec((Rx1 ⊗k(p) k(p))̂ ).
Proof. By Proposition 3.1 we can identify BlpRp(Rp) ' Spec((Rp)x1); then by Eq. (3.2) we have Spec(Rx1 ⊗A k(p)) ' BlpRp(Rp)
⊗k(p) k(p). Set p′ = p(Rp⊗k(p) k(p)); then by Proposition 3.4 BlpRp(Rp)⊗k(p) k(p) ' Blp′(Rp⊗k(p) k(p)) and Spec(Rx1 ⊗A k(p)) '
Blp′(Rp⊗k(p) k(p)), both
rings being semilocal. Then by completion over their maximal ideals, by Proposition 3.4 we have
Spec((Rx1 ⊗A k(p))̂ ) ' Blp′(R̂p⊗̂k(p)k(p)),
p′ being the maximal ideal of R̂p⊗̂k(p)k(p). 
Remark 3.6. Suppose that BlW (V ) is finite over V , that is, the set of closed points corresponding to ideals over m, pi−1(O) is
finite. Then we may suppose that all of them lie in a unique chart given by x1 and, for all j, pj defines a nonsingular variety
W (j) of BlW (V ) isomorphic toW .
Our interest is in considering the monoidal transform ((Blp(R))m′)̂, m′ ⊃ pj, as a deformation overW (j), and in lifting
the section s, of the deformation V overW to aW (j)-section of ((Blp(R))m′ )̂ , along the subvarietyWj. For this, if x1 provides
the chart containing all the pj, we ask for the composition
A ↪→ Rx1
ϕ→ A,
(A ⊂ R from the beginning of this section) with ker(ϕ) = pj being the identity over A. Then we can establish a generic
(j)-section as ((Blp(R))pj)̂⊗̂k(pj)k(pj) and we have k(pj) ' k(p) for all j. Then, by the above proposition we have that the
blow-up of the generic curve Cu is the union of the genericW (j)-sections of the monoidal transforms ((Blp(R))pj)̂, that is,⋃
j{((Rx1)pj )̂ ⊗̂k(pj)k(pj)}.
Let V ,W be as above and suppose now depth(R) ≥ r . For aW -transversal section at the origin C0, we do not know how
the quadratic transform of (C0)red is related to the inducedW (i)-section on the monoidal transform of V with centerW ,W (i)
being the proper transform ofW , as happens for the generic curve Cu. In some cases we know the behavior of the tangent
cone of C0 (see Proposition 3.8).
The property for the blow-up of V to be finite is related to the equimultiplicity of the curves given by sections acrossW .
This subject has been studied by Lipman [20] and by Herrmann, Ikeda, and Orbanz [21].
In our case suppose thatW is given by the ideal p = (x1, . . . , xN)R, m = (u1, . . . , ur , x1, . . . , xN)R, the maximal ideal of
R, and the images u′1, . . . , u′r in R/p are a system of parameters of R/p. The multiplicity e(m) = e(R) is the multiplicity of
V at O, and e(p(R/(u1, . . . , ur)R)) is the multiplicity of (C0)red, by ([21, 1.10.1]), since the zero-dimensional ideals have no
multiplicity. The multiplicity of the genericW -section e(Cu) is the same as that of e(pRp) (Proposition 2.5), and by ([21, 1.8])
it is related to the multiplicity symbol for two ideals:
eR((u1, . . . , ur)R, p) = e((u1, . . . , ur)R/p)e(pRp) = e(pRp), (3.3)
as R/p is nonsingular. Then the three multiplicities described are related ([17, 2.1]) as
e(Cu) ≤ e(R) ≤ e(C0). (3.4)
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Set the graded ring of the ring R at the ideal p as G(p, R) = ⊕i≥0 pi/pi+1. Consider the blow-up pi : BlW (V ) → V ; the
normal cone of V alongW , C(V ,W ), is given by the exceptional divisor, that is,
C(V ,W ) = Spec(G(p, R))
([21, app. II, 4.4.1, app. III,2]). The fibre at the origin O of the normal cone is given by pi−1(O).
The analytic spread of the ideal p, l(p), is defined as 1 plus the dimension of the closed fibre pi−1(O), ([20, 1]), or
equivalently, the Krull dimension of the ring G(p, R)⊗R k ([IHO], [10.10]). Then, from theorem 4, [20], we have the following
characterization for the equimultiplicity of the curves associated with V andW .
Theorem 3.7. Let V be unmixed, and W nonsingular as above, and p the ideal defining W, pi : BlW (V )→ V . Then the following
conditions are equivalent:
(i) l(p) = hgt(p), that is, since hgt(p) = 1, pi−1(O) is finite.
(ii) There exists a sequence (u1, . . . , ur) in R such that (u1, . . . , ur)R+ p = m, dim(R/(u1, . . . , ur))R = 1 and eR((u1, . . . ,
ur)R, p) = e(pRp), (Eq. (3.4)), that is, e(C0) = e(Ru) = e(Cu).
The fact that the blow-up is finite gives us the existence of a chart defined by x1, and Rx1 = R[x2/x1, . . . , xN/x1] is a finite
R-module and a semilocal ring; then we are on the hypothesis of Remark 3.6. The property of blow-up pi : BlW (V ) → V
being finite gives us the fact that theW -transversal section at O of V , C0, is of dimension 1.
Given the blow-up pi : BlW (V )→ V , the number of irreducible components of the proper transform ofW is the number
of ideals pi of pi−1(p), and thus, the number of components of the normal cone Spec(G(p, R)). That number coincides with
the number of components of the tangent cone of the quasicurve given by Spec(Rp), so it is finite and it is less than or equal
to the number of components of the tangent cone of Cu, since the number of components of Vu can increase whenwe extend
the ground field to its algebraic closure.
The tangent cone of C0 = Spec(R0) is given by the graded ring G(m0, R0), where R0 = R/mARm0 = m/mAR. If the above
blow-up is finite, then the fibre over the origin of the normal cone verifies the following proposition ([21, 23.15]).
Proposition 3.8. Let V be unmixed, W nonsingular as above, and p the ideal defining W. Then the following conditions are
equivalent:
(i) l(p) = hgt(p).
(ii) The surjective homomorphism
g(p,mA) : G(p, R)/mAG(p, R)→ G(m/mAR, R/mAR)
has a nilpotent kernel.
Then the reduced fibre at the origin for the normal cone coincides with the tangent cone of C0, G(m0, R0), and we have:
Remark 3.9. For V of pure dimension r + 1, and W nonsingular of codimension 1 as above, p the ideal defining W , and
pi : BlW (V ) → V finite, the number of points of pi−1(O) coincides with the number of components of the tangent cone of
the special curve (C0)red of aW -transversal section, and it is less than or equal to #(pi−1(p)), that is, less than or equal to the
number of components of the tangent cone of Cu.
4. Equisingularity, equiresolution and parametrizations
Zariski in [2] gives a definition of equisingularity in codimension 1 by means of the monoidal transform of V alongW . In
our case it will be:
Definition 4.1. Consider that the singular locus of V is of pure dimension r + 1, depth(R) ≥ r , W is nonsingular of
codimension 1. Let pi : BlW (V ) → V be a blow-up of V with center W . We say that V is II-equisingular along W if the
following conditions are satisfied:
(i) pi is finite and the number of points of pi−1(O) is the same as that in pi−1(p).
(ii) If pi−1(O) = {O1, . . . ,Os}, for all i, the monoidal transform at Oi, V (i), has Oi as a simple point or its singular locus is
W (i) given by pi ∈ pi−1(p), and it has a singularity of dimensionality type 1.
J. Becker and J. Stutz [6], for analytic sets that are not hypersurfaces, give another type of equisingularity definition.
They call that equisingularity residual equisingularity, and it can be considered as another different type of generalization of
Zariski’s definition.
Given V of pure dimension r + 1, W nonsingular of codimension 1, consider the following tree of connected monoidal
transforms. Consider pi : BlW (V )→ V , and suppose that {O1, . . . ,Os} ⊂ pi−1(O). Set V (i) = Spec(R(i)), R(i) = ((BlpR)mi )̂ , mi
the maximal ideal corresponding to Oi; then we have for all i, pi∗i : R ↪→ R(i). Let {pi1 , . . . , pid} be the prime ideals lying over
p, pij ⊂ mi for any i. For any V (i) and any pij , consider the blow-up piij : Blpij (R(i))→ V (i), and follow a process similar to the
one followed with pi , considering a finite number of maximal ideals lying over mi.
Following this process for a finite number of steps, we get a tree of monoidal transformations {R(α), {pi∗αi}i=1,...,sα }, with
root {R, {pi∗i }i=1,...,s}.
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Definition 4.2. Consider V of pure dimension 1, such that the singular locus of V isW nonsingular of codimension 1. We
say that V is residually equisingular along W if there exists a tree of connected monoidal transforms satisfying the following
properties:
(i) For any α in the tree, piαi is finite, and following the branch from V
(α) to V , pi−1αi ◦ · · · ◦ pi−1j (W ) (as the reduction of
the inverse image) is nonsingular in V (α), and piαi ◦ · · · ◦ pij restricted to pi−1αi ◦ · · · ◦ pi−1j (W ) is an isomorphism.
(ii) For any α in the tree, Vαi is nonsingular or its singular locus is pi
−1
αi
◦ · · · ◦ pi−1j (W ).
(iii) For any branch j of the tree the last variety V (βj) is nonsingular.
First, note that it is not necessary to have the hypothesis depth(R) ≥ r in order to get the transversal section at the origin
C0 of dimension 1, as we see in the following by the finiteness of the blow-ups (proof of Theorem 4.3). Second, note that the
fact that V is residually equisingular alongW implies that the tree of connected monoidal transforms gives us a resolution
of the singularities of V . In the following we obtain that it also provides a normalization in the family.
We consider as a family parametrization of curves over A = k[[U1, . . . ,Ur ]] a set of parametrizations Ψ ≡ {Ψ1, . . . ,Ψm},
where for each j, j = 1, . . . ,m, Ψj ≡ {ψj1 , . . . , ψjN } ⊂ A[[tj]]. Each Ψj is a branch of the family. The special curve of the
family, C0, is the union of the branches C0i given by the parametrizations
(Ψj)0 ≡ {ψj1 + mA, . . . , ψjN + mA} ⊂ k[[tj]],
and the generic curve Cu of the family is the union of the branches Cui given by the parametrizations over the field k(mA)
(k(mA) being the quotient field of A)
(Ψj)u ≡ {ψj1 , . . . , ψjN } ⊂ k(mA)[[tj]].
Consider a variety V andW ⊂ V as above, and set V = V1 ∪ · · · ∪Vm, the decomposition in irreducible components of V .
We consider, as a family parametrization for V and W , a family parametrization of curves over A, Ψ ≡ {Ψ1, . . . ,Ψm}, Ψj ≡
{ψj1 , . . . , ψjN } ⊂ A[[tj]] such that, if R is the ring of V , each Ψ provides
Ψ : R ↪→ A[[t1]] × · · · × A[[tm]]
given by Ψj(x1, . . . , xN) = {ψj1 , . . . , ψjN } and there exists a morphism
Φ : A[[X1, . . . , XN ]] → A[[t1]] × · · · × A[[tm]],
defined byΦ ≡ {Φ1, . . . ,Φm},Φj(Xi) = ψji , im(Φ) ' R and
R ' A[[X1, . . . , XN ]]/ker(Φ).
Moreover, for each component Vi = Spec(Ri) with Ri = A[[X1, . . . , XN ]]/Ii (Ii appropriate), each branch Ψj corresponds to
some irreducible component Vj, and Rj ' A[[X1, . . . , XN ]]/ker(Φj).
Let us suppose that V is residually equisingular alongW . From Theorem 3.7 there exists aW -transversal section in R of
dimension 1. Then we can suppose that A = k[[u1, . . . , ur ]] ⊂ R, u1, . . . , ur being analytically independent over k, with
R0 = R/mAR as a curve section, and u1, . . . , ur , x1 a parameter system of R, x1 being the parameter which provides the chart
of the blow-ups containing all the ideals of pi−1(m). We have
A[[x1]] ⊂ R ⊂ R[x2/x1, . . . , xN/x1] = Rx1 .
Since the blow-up is finite, Rx1 is finite over R, it is a semilocal complete ring, and (Rx1)mi = R(i).
From Remark 3.9, the number of {mi} lying over m is less than or equal to the number of {pj} lying over p, and from the
condition (i) of the definition, pi−1αi ◦ · · · ◦ pi−1j (W ) is nonsingular and there is only one pi in R(i); otherwise it would be
singular. Moreover from the condition (ii), pi gives the singular locus of R(i) and by the isomorphism of (Definition 4.2, (i))
A ' R/p ↪→ R(i) ϕ→ A, ker(ϕ) = pi
and pi = pR(i) provides a varietyW (i) in V (i). Then, from Theorem 3.7, since by hypothesis the blow-up of V (i) with center
W (i) is finite,W (i) gives a transversal section to V (i), with C (i)0 of dimension 1 as a special curve.
Then, at the end the branches of the tree, V (β1), . . . , V (βm) are nonsingular. We have for all i that R(βi) is nonsingular and
normal and it is a finite extension of R, and the normalization is R ' R(β1) × · · · × R(βm).
Since A[[x1]] ⊂ R ⊂ R(βi) is a finite extension, and (Definition 4.2, (i))
A ' R/p ↪→ R(βi) ϕ→ A, ker(ϕ) = pβi
pβi = pR(βi), R(βi)/pβi ' A; then, R(βi) ' A[[ti]], ti indeterminate over A and the normalization is R ' A[[t1]] × · · · × A[[tm]].
Then we obtain a family parametrization
Ψ : R ↪→ A[[t1]] × · · · × A[[tm]]
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Ψ ≡ {Ψ1, . . . ,Ψm}, Ψj ≡ {ψj1 , . . . , ψjN } ⊂ A[[tj]], j = 1, . . . ,m, and there exists a morphism Φ : A[[X1, . . . , XN ]] →
A[[t1]] × · · · × A[[tm]], defined byΦ ≡ {Φ1, . . . ,Φm},Φj(Xi) = ψji im(Φ) ' R, yielding
R ' A[[X1, . . . , XN ]]/ker(Φ).
From above we have
(R0i)red = ((R/mAR)i)red ⊂ R(βi)/mAR(βi) = (R(βi))0,
and
(R(βi))0 ' A[[ti]]/mA(A[[ti]]) ' k[[ti]],
so, induced by Ψ , the normalization of the curve (C0)red is given by
(R0)red ' k[[t1]] × · · · × k[[tm]],
and the parametrization of (C0)red is
ϕ : (R0)red ↪→ k[[t1]] × · · · × k[[tm]].
For the generic curve following the considerations of Section 2, induced by Ψ , for all i,
Ru⊗̂k(p)k(p) ⊂ A[[ti]]⊗̂Ak((u1, . . . , ur)) ⊂ k(p)[[ti]]
with k(p) ' k((u1, . . . , ur)), (k(p)[[t1]] × · · · × k(p)[[tm]]) gives the normalization for Cu and
Ψu : Ru⊗̂k(p)k(p) ↪→ (A[[t1]] × · · · × A[[tm]])⊗̂k(p) ' (k(p)[[t1]] × · · · × k(p)[[tm]])
gives a parametrization for Cu, that is, in this case the parametrizations of Ru and Cu coincide.
In this way we obtain a family parametrization for V , andW having (C0)red as a special curve and Cu as the generic curve,
and we have proved the following theorem.
Theorem 4.3. Consider V = Spec(R) of pure dimension r+1 such that the singular locus of V isW nonsingular of codimension 1.
Suppose V is residually equisingular along W. Then we have:
(i) The normalization of V can be obtained by a finite number of monoidal transforms.
(ii) There is a family parametrization or simultaneous normalizations for V and W having (C0)red as a special curve and Cu as
the generic curve.
Remark 4.4. Since the last monoidal transform is nonsingular we have that residual equisingularity provides the resolution
of the two curves (C0)red and Cu; in that sense we have a kind of simultaneous resolution for V as a family of curves.
Remark 4.5. For a parametrization of a branch of a curve the multiplicity is given by the minimum of the orders of the
series of its definition. If V is equimultiple along W , since the multiplicity is semicontinuous (Eq. (3.4)), any branch of
the parametrization is equimultiple, that is, the two branches for (C0)red and Cu of the parametrization have the same
multiplicities. Then for any branchΨj ≡ {ψj1 , . . . , ψjN } of the parametrizationΨ , if ot(ψj1−mj1) = nj,mj1 ∈ A, is minimum
for the parametrization, that is, the minimum of ot(ψji −mji) = nj for all j, i, and somemji ∈ A, then the coefficient for tnj in
ψj1 is a unit in A, and nj is the multiplicity for the two branches of the family. In that case we can suppose that the minimum
order is obtained from ψj1 in all the branches Ψj.
If we have a family parametrization for V andW we can obtain the successive monoidal transforms of V alongW via the
given parametrization.
Lemma 4.6. Consider as above A = k[[U1, . . . ,Ur ]] and R = A[[X1, . . . , XN ]]/I the ring of an algebroid variety. Let x ∈ m
(maximal ideal of R) not a zero divisor, x not in mAR, and let B be a ring, A[[x]] ⊂ B ⊂ A[[t1]] × · · · × A[[tm]], ti indeterminate
elements over A. Then B is a semilocal complete noetherian ring having k as a coefficient field. Moreover it is a finite A[[x]]-module,
integral over A[[x]], and dim(R) = dim(B).
Proof. Take x as in the hypothesis, u1, . . . , ur a parameter system for A such that u1, . . . , ur , x is a parameter system for
A[[x]], and so that A[[ti]] for all i is finite and integral over A[[x]] (see [15], remark pag. 293). Then B is a finite A[[x]]-module,
and integral over A[[x]], with dim(R) = dim(B). From [15] (Theorem 15, pag. 276), B is a semilocal complete ring. B has√mB
as the radical ideal of B, and A[[x]] → B/√mB induces a finite monomorphism k ↪→ B/√mB, and since k is an algebraically
closed field, k is a coefficient field for B. 
Proposition 4.7. Consider V and W as above, V being equimultiple along W, having a family parametrization Ψ for V and
W. Then, we have a family parametrization Ψ ′ for the monoidal transform of V along W, formed by Ψ ′ ≡ {Ψ ′1, . . . ,Ψ ′s }, with
Ψ ′j ≡ {ψ ′j1 , . . . , ψ ′jN },ψ ′j1 = ψj1 ,ψ ′jk = (ψjk −mjk)/(ψj1 −mj1), k = 2, . . . ,N, mjk ∈ A, if the order ot(ψj1 −mj1) is minimum
for any branch parametrization Ψj.
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Proof. Since V is equimultiple alongW (Remark 4.5), the coefficient of tnj for the minimum nj inψj1 is a unit in A. Then, for
i 6= 1, ψ ′ji = (ψji −mji)/(ψj1 −mj1) ∈ A[[t]] for all j. Set R ↪→ A[[t1]] × · · · × A[[tm]] as
xi ↪→ (ψ1i −m1i , . . . , ψmi −mmi), i = 1, . . . ,N.
Then setting B = Rx1 = R[x2/x1, . . . , xN/x1] in the above lemma we have that the ring R[x2/x1, . . . , xN/x1] is integral over
A[[x1]], and local complete, being of the same dimension of R, and it is the blow-up of R. Set
Φ ′ : A[[X ′1, . . . , X ′N ]] → A[[t1]] × · · · × A[[tm]], Φ ′ ≡ {Φ ′1, . . . ,Φ ′m}, Φ ′j (X ′i ) = ψ ′ji ,
and R′ ' A[[X ′1, . . . , X ′N ]]/ker(Φ ′). The embedding R′ ↪→ A[[t1]] × · · · × A[[tm]] provides the identifications x′1 = x1,
x′k = xk/x1 for k 6= 1. Then by the above lemma R ' A[[x1]][x2, . . . , xN ] and R′ ' A[[x1]][x′2, . . . , x′N ] are integer over
A[[x1]], so we have
Rx1 ' A[[x1]][x2, . . . , xN ][x2/x1, . . . , xN/x1] ' A[[x1]][x′2, . . . , x′N ] ' R′. 
From the above parametrizationΨ ′ ≡ {Ψ ′1, . . . ,Ψ ′s }, we obtain the parametrizations of the monoidal transforms (Rx1)mi ,
for any maximal ideal mi ∈ pi−1{m}. We can group the Ψ ′j in packs formed by the branches which parametrize each (Rx1)mi ,
and we can label to obtain a set {Ψ ′(1), . . . ,Ψ ′(s)}, Ψ ′(i) ≡ {ψ ′(i)1, . . . ψ ′(i)si}, and ψ ′(i)j ≡ {ψ ′(i)j1 , . . . ψ ′(i)jN }, where each Ψ ′(i) is a
parametrization for each monoidal transform V (i), V (i) = Spec((Rx1)mi).
In Section 3weobtained formonoidal transforms ofV with centerW that the generic curves forW of themare isomorphic
to the quadratic transforms of the generic curve Cu of V forW . In the case where V is equimultiple alongW and has a family
parametrization, for the curve (C0)red we have a similar result.
We have established that a family parametrization Ψ provides ψji + mA = ϕji which gives a parametrization for (C0)red;
then ψ ′ji + mA = ϕ′ji provides a parametrization, by means of the branches, for ((C0)red)′, the quadratic transform of (C0)red.
From Remark 3.9 the components of the tangent cone of (C0)red correspond to the maximal ideals mi lying over m, and
from the existence of a family parametrization for V along W they also correspond to the pi lying over p and with the
components of the tangent cone of Cu. Then for each V (i) its special section along W (i) given by pi is the curve associated
with the parametrization Ψ ′(i), that is, the one given by
{ψ ′(i)j1 + mA, . . . , ψ ′(i)jN + mA}, j = 1, . . . , si,
that is, the quadratic transform of (C0)red in mi = mi/mA.
Moreover we have the following result:
Theorem 4.8. Consider V = Spec(R) of pure dimension r + 1, depth(R) ≥ r, such that the singular locus of V is W nonsingular
of codimension 1. Suppose V is residually equisingular along W. Then the multiplicity trees for the special curve (C0)red and for
the generic curve Cu are isomorphic.
Proof. The fact that V is residually equisingular gives the existence of a family parametrization Ψ for V , and so in this
case, the parametrization for Ru gives the parametrization for Cu; moreover the number of irreducible components of (C0)red
coincideswith thenumber of irreducible components ofCu.Wehave a tree of connectedmonoidal transformshaving the first
blow-up pi : Blp → R finite, and from Theorem 3.7 V is equimultiple alongW . Then since the multiplicity is semicontinuous
Eq. (3.4), any branch of the parametrization is equimultiple, that is, the branches for C0 and Cu of the parametrization have
the same multiplicities (Remark 4.5) for the corresponding components. Then the weights of the root of the multiplicity
trees for (C0)red and Cu coincide.
Set pi−1(m) = {m1, . . . ,ms}; from the equimultiplicity, by Remark 3.9 the number of components of the tangent cone of
(C0)red is s and {m1, . . . ,ms}, mi = mi/mA are the closed points lying over m = m/mA for the blow-up of R0. That number s
coincides with the number of pi lying over p, pi ⊂ mi, and with the number of components of the tangent cone of Ru = Cu.
Then there are s edges connecting the roots for the multiplicity trees of (C0)red and Cu.
Each edge corresponds to any monoidal transform V (i), and there is a family parametrization Ψ(i). Since the blow-up
BlW (i)V
(i) → V (i), provided by residual equisingularity, is finite, then V (i) is equimultiple along W (i), and proceeding like
abovewithV , we obtain that the parametrizationΨ(i) has all its branches equimultiple, and theweights for any i, i = 1, . . . , s,
that is, the multiplicities for the branches of (C0)red and Cu corresponding to V (i), coincide.
Proceeding in a similar way with any step of the connected tree, provided by residual equisingularity, we get two
isomorphic multiplicity trees for (C0)red and Cu. From the residual equisingularity, each branch of the tree of connected
monoidal transforms ends in the corresponding nonsingular V (βi), which provides multiplicities 1 for all the branches of
(C0)red and Cu corresponding to each V (βi). 
Remark 4.9. Wehave proved that residual equisingularity implies the existence of a family parametrization, a simultaneous
normalization, and the isomorphism of the multiplicity trees for (C0)red and Cu.
Considering the above results we propose the following conjecture:
Conjecture. I-equisingularity, II-equisingularity, and residual equisingularity are equivalent.
In the next section we study two cases where that equivalence is established.
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5. Special cases: Singular locus of dimension 1, C0 reduced
In this section we will consider two special cases: First, when the variety V is a surface, and second for any variety V
when theW -transversal section at O, the special curve, C0 is reduced.
Consider first V of pure dimension 2, depth(R) ≥ 1,W ⊂ V the singular locus, nonsingular, of codimension 1. Then we
may suppose that R = A[[x1, . . . , xN ]], A = k[[u]], u indeterminate over k. For this case we have a characterization of the
simultaneous normalization of V alongW .
Theorem 5.1. Let V be an unmixed variety of dimension 2, V a flat deformation over Spec(A). Then the following statements are
equivalent:
(i) V has a simultaneous normalization over Spec(A).
(ii) The deformation has δ∗ (Section 1) constant.
In [10], Korolar 2.3.5, for the analytic case we have a proof of the result.
In this case the three given definitions of equisingularity are equivalent.
Theorem 5.2. Consider V of pure dimension 2, depth(R) ≥ 1, W ⊂ V , the singular locus of V , nonsingular of codimension 1.
The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) V is I-equisingular along W (Definition 2.8).
(ii) V is II-equisingular along W (Definition 4.1).
(iii) V is residually equisingular along W (Definition 4.2).
Proof. (i)⇒ (ii). Suppose that V is I-equisingular alongW , so the multiplicity trees for Cu and (C0)red are isomorphic; then
the multiplicities for Cu and C0 coincide, and from Theorem 3.7 the blow-up pi : BlWV → V is finite. Since δ∗(Cu) = δ∗(C0),
from the above theorem, there is a family parametrization for V , we obtain V (i), i = 1, . . . , s, and by the equimultiplicity
the number of pi lying over p by pi coincides with the number of pi−1{m}. We can suppose R = A[[x1]][x2, . . . , xN ] and
p = (x1, . . . , xN)R; since W is nonsingular, we have R/p ' A, and from R(i) ⊂ A[[tji ]] for certain ji, we have ϕi :
A[[x1]][x2/x1, . . . , xN/x1] → A with ker(ϕi) ⊃ pR(i), and so ker(ϕi) = pi, and the corresponding W (i) is nonsingular and
isomorphic toW .
For each V (i) the tree corresponding to its special curve (C (i)0 )red and the generic curve C
(i)
u are the subtrees of the given
ones for V obtained by taking off the root and the r edges starting on the root, and so they are isomorphic. Moreover, as there
is a family parametrization for each V (i), obtained as in Proposition 4.7, from the above theoremwe have δ∗(C (i)0 ) = δ∗(V (i)u )
for all i.
(ii) ⇒ (iii). Suppose now that V is II-equisingular along W . Then the blow-up pi : BlpR → Spec(R) is finite, and the
number of ideals of pi−1(m) coincides with number of prime ideals pi lying over p. We have for any i that V (i) is nonsingular
or is I-equisingular alongW (i) given by pi, so since (i) ⇒ (ii), V (i) is II-equisingular alongW (i) and BlW (i)V (i) → V (i), for all
i, is finite, and the number of ideals of pi−1i (mi) coincides with number of prime ideals pji lying over pi. Inductively we get a
connected tree of monoidal transformations, the blow-ups being finite.
For any V (i) we have δ∗ constant, and from the above theorem we have a family parametrization for V (i),
Ψ(i) ≡ {Ψ(i)1, . . . ,Ψ(i)si},Ψ(i)j ≡ {ψ(i)j1 , . . . , ψ(i)jN } ⊂ A[[tij ]].
It is equimultiple, since the multiplicity trees for (C (i)0 )red and C
(i)
u are isomorphic for all i, R(i)/pi ' A, soW (i) is nonsingular.
There is only one pi in each V (i), so pi−1(W ) is nonsingular and pi restricted to pi−1i (W ) is an isomorphism.
Thenwe have a tree with root in V formed by the V (ij) connected by the successive blow-ups. Given a branch j of the tree,
set V (αj) as the last variety of the branch. Following that branch of the tree from V to V (αj) we have that pi−1αj ◦ · · · ◦ pi−1j (W )
is nonsingular, and piαj ◦ · · · ◦ pij restricted to pi−1αj ◦ · · · ◦ pi−1j (W ) is an isomorphism.
From the existence of a family parametrization for any Vij in the tree, Vij is nonsingular or its singular locus is pi−1ij ◦ · · · ◦
pi−1j (W ). Following this routewe get a connected tree ofmonoidal transformations parallel to the isomorphic trees of (C0)red




u having multiplicity 1, that
is, V (βj) is nonsingular.
(iii) ⇒ (i). From Theorem 4.3, we have the existence of a family parametrization for V along W , and from the above
theorem we have δ∗(C0) = δ∗(Vu). From Theorem 4.8, the multiplicity trees for (C0)red and Cu are isomorphic. 
Remark 5.3. The proof of the above theorem would work for any dimension if we proved in general a characterization
for the simultaneous normalization of V along W in terms of the constancy of some invariants of C0 and Cu, similar to
Brücker–Greuel result.
From the above, those invariants must contain the δ∗-invariant (Section 1) and we conjecture that a general result of
Theorem 5.1 can be proved and the constancy of δ∗ will be enough for characterizing the simultaneous normalization.
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Suppose now the second case: V being a variety of any dimension and theW -transversal section at O, C0 being reduced.
Consider in the following V (of any dimension) and W such that the W -section C0 is reduced. Then Teissier [8] for the
analytic case and Chiang-Hsieh [9] for the formal case have established that the existence of a parametrization in the family
for V alongW is equivalent to the constancy of δ, having the theorem:
Theorem 5.4. Consider V (of any dimension) a flat deformation of C0 reduced over Spec(A). Then the following statements are
equivalent:
(i) There exists a family parametrization of V along Spec(A).
(ii) The deformation has δ constant.
Consider now the casewhereV , equimultiple alongW , has itsW -section C0 a reduced curve. Then the inductive definition
of II-equisingularity makes no sense since the monoidal transforms V (i) may have theW (i)-sections nonreduced as we see
in the following example.
Example 5.5. Consider the variety V = Spec(R/I), with R = k[[U, X1, X2, X3]], given by the parametrization {x1 = t21, x2 =
t44+Ut46, x3 = t36}. (C0)red and Cu have the same semigroup 〈21, 36, 44〉 and thus the same δ = 130. Then by Theorem 5.1
δ∗(C0) = δ(Cu), so δ((C0)red) = δ∗(C0), and C0 is reduced.
The monoidal transform of V alongW is given by the blow-up of the parametrization (Proposition 4.7) {x1 = t21, x2 =
t23 + Ut25, x3 = t15}. C (1)0 has semigroup 〈15, 21, 23〉, conductor c0 = 101, and δ((C (1)0 )red) = 55; however C (1)u has
semigroup 〈15, 21, 23, 94〉, conductor cu = 101, and δ(C (1)u ) = 54. Then from Theorem 5.1 the special curve C (1)0 is not
reduced.
However for this second case the two definitions of I-equisingularity and residually equisingularity are equivalent.
Theorem 5.6. Consider V = Spec(R) of pure dimension r + 1, depth(R) ≥ r, the singular locus of V being W nonsingular of
codimension 1. Then, the following statements are equivalent:
(i) V is I-equisingular along W (Definition 2.8).
(ii) V is residually equisingular along W (Definition 4.2).
Proof. (i)⇒ (ii). Suppose that V is I-equisingular alongW , so we have δ constant, and from Theorem 5.4 we have a family
parametrization for V ,
Ψ ≡ {Ψ1, . . . ,Ψs},Ψj ≡ {ψj1 , . . . , ψjN } ⊂ A[[tj]].
Since themultiplicity trees for Cu and C0 are isomorphic, then themultiplicities for Cu and C0 coincide, and from Theorem 3.7
the blow-up pi : BlWV → V is finite, and the number of ideals of pi−1(m) coincides with the number of prime ideals pi lying
over p.
For any i, by Theorem 4.8 we can obtain the blow-up of V (i) atW (i) by means of a family parametrization of V . Then we
have a family parametrization of V (i),
Ψ(i) ≡ {Ψ(i)1, . . . ,Ψ(i)si},Ψ(i)j ≡ {ψ(i)j1 , . . . , ψ(i)jN } ⊂ A[[tij ]].
We have for any i that V (i) is nonsingular and so C (i)0 and C
(i)
u have multiplicity 1, or the multiplicity trees for (C
(i)
0 )red and
C (i)u (subtrees of the ones for C0 and Cu respectively) are isomorphic. Then the family parametrization Ψ(i) is equimultiple,
and R(i)/pi ' A, so W (i) is nonsingular and there is only one pi in each V (i); so pi−1(W ) is nonsingular and pi restricted
to pi−1i (W ) is an isomorphism. Then we proceed as above with any V (i) and W (i) by means of its family parametrization.
Proceeding similarly with the varieties obtained, step by step, we get a tree of varieties and blow-up morphisms. Then, for
any αi in the tree, following the branch of the tree from V (αi) to V , pi−1αi ◦ · · · ◦ pi−1i (W ) is nonsingular, and piαi ◦ · · · ◦ pij
restricted to pi−1αi ◦ · · · ◦ pi−1j (W ) is an isomorphism.
As above, by successive blow-ups of the family parametrizations we have the existence of the family parametrization for
any αi in the tree; Vαi is nonsingular or its singular locus is pi
−1
αi
◦ · · · ◦ pi−1i (W ). Following this route, we get a connected
tree of monoidal transformations parallel to the isomorphic trees of C0 and Cu and in each branch i of that tree there exists




u having multiplicity 1, that is, V (βi) is nonsingular.
(ii)⇒ (i). From Theorem 4.3, we have the existence of a family parametrization for V alongW , and from Theorem 5.4,
δ(C0) = δ(Vu), and given the fact that the two curves are reduced, δ∗(C0) = δ∗(Vu). From Theorem 4.8, themultiplicity trees
for C0 and Cu are isomorphic. 
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